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Re inventing reinvention four or five trips at a time.

What is being buit here?
These trip slips are truly deep, however, I leave it to you, the tripslip-ee to stay alert and sift trough
the non-sense (of which I admit there will be plenty) and blatant disregard for line-breaks and
somehow find the quality information that will prove to be immeasurable in the days to come.

F I R S T D A Y.
Y O U ’ R E L U C K Y T O B E H E R E. Y E S Y O U A R E.
~
Pertinent Information:
Ts# (trip slip number): 1
D|t (date and times): July 5, 2006 | 9am-4pm
Ml (meeting location): Brown middle school
L’s (leaders): Jonathan Rivnay {617.527.1849} & Arin Hunter-Schlorholtz {617.928-3457}
vEq (various equipment): Hiking Boots, Lots of Water, Lunch (one that you will enjoy and benefit from, one that
talks to you, and that you can relate to), and of course, your Field Kit (Raingear, First Aid, etc.).

~
Informational Area:
I’m sure by now you’re asking yourself important questions like: what am I doing here? Who am i? why don’t I
always get what I want? What is this that I’m holding? Well, I can’t help you with all those questions, so I’ll just
ignore them. Anyway, you’re holding a tripslip (notice that this is an important word). You will get a sheet or two
similar to this (but not quite the same or as good as this one) before every trip. It is important that you share it with
yourself and parents/guardians because it contains information about where you’re going, what you may do, why
you should care, how you’ll get there, what you’ll need, where to meet, trip times, leaders (with phone numbers if
you have specific questions), and the predicted forecast. Essentially a tripslip is like a koala. In this area you will
usually find pictures or diagrams of interesting topics we will discuss, or informational haiku’s that will impress not
only in their required syllabic scheme, but also in the shear information obtained through these short verses.
Today you find yourself in a group of others both similar and different from you. You will learn about your fearless
leaders (such as myself), and we will explore the surrounding environs. Please feel free to have a good time.

~
Boston.com predicts:
Wednesday,
July 5, 2006

A chance of showers and thunderstorms.
Partly cloudy, with a high near 85.
Southwest wind between 6 and 9 mph.
Chance of precipitation is 40%.

p. cloudy
H82 / L65

My conclusion: bring your raingear and
lots of water (as you are to do anyway).
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